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DESCRIPTION 
OF ACTIVITIES IN THE FIELD 
OF TERMINOLOGY

POLOT is an established association of language service providers, recognised 
both domestically and internationally as representative of the Polish language 
services market. For most of its members, quality matters are of utmost impor-
tance. This is reflected, for example, in member certifications to the following ISO 
standards:

Level of certification

Best practices promoted by POLOT are based on well-recognised 
international standards.
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ISO 14100

ISO 17100

ISO 18587

ISO 27001

ISO 9001

ISO 20771
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POLOT members have undertaken numerous projects and activities promoting termi-
nology within their own organisations:

Apolonica Progressive development of multilingual glossaries and extensive 
enrichment of terminology bases in multiple business domains by 
using a range of CAT-tools and internal localisation platforms of our 
clients.Continuous exploration of innovative methods of terminol-
ogy management. In-depth and meticulous commitment to quali-
ty control ensure that translations meet the requested standards.

Bireta Successfully compiled and published an English-Polish Glossary of 
Offshore Wind Terminology - https://slownik-offshore.bireta.pl/

Diuna Provides terminology management for translation / localisation / 
transcreation / copywriting projects (terminology extraction, data-
base creation, terminology updates, keyword extraction and locali-
sation, quality control); 
performs terminology-related tasks for AI training (e.g. terminolo-
gy validation, terminology research and collection for auto-correc-
tion systems, terminology blacklisting)

GET IT Developed a  proprietary internal terminology management plat-
form: GET IT Terminology System; developed Getionary (now sold 
to another entity), an online dictionary, repository of specialist ter-
minology, terminology exchange platform; a  full-time, in-house 

Terminology Management Specialist to design and implement 
terminology-based solutions and processes for our customers’ 
projects; promoting and selling ‘terminology management’ as 
a product and raising awareness regarding the importance of man-
aging terminology.

Intertext Develops and maintains glossaries and termbases for numerous 
clients in various domains, both in CAT tools and on other plat-
forms. Manages and uses field-oriented and client-oriented termi-
nology on a daily basis as a tool for internal and external translators 
and QA specialists.

Invenire Contributor to IATE (Interactive Terminology for Europe) - the 
EU’s terminology database. Fields of expertise include in particular: 
law, environment, health and safety, engineering and IT. Participates 
in the development of European Medical Device Nomenclature.
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Iuridico Taking part in the TransLegal World Law Dictionary Project, a unique 
lexicographic project in which lawyer-linguists and legal academics 
from all over the world have teamed up to create an online multilin-
gual law dictionary combining the world’s  legal languages in a  sin-
gle database. The online database allows users to search for Eng-
lish translations of legal terms in their languages or translations 
of English legal terms into their languages, as well as comparative 
law notes explaining differences in the legal systems in case terms 
are not fully equivalent. IURIDICO Legal & Financial Translations 
Sp. z o. o. is responsible for the Polish chapter of this project. The 
terminology work entailed providing Polish equivalents in the dic-
tionary with all the required features and compiling notes for more 
complex terms.The World Law Dictionary database covers over 
12,000 unique English and Polish legal terms and concepts. The 
project is ongoing and the database is being developed to include 
additional content and materials, including explanatory videos, 
definitions, practical usage tips and comparative law notes. 

Lidex A  comprehensive approach to terminology management at var-
ious levels with the use of CAT tools and the involvement of an 
internal Team (Translation Department and Quality Assurance 
Department): from creating and updating databases for a  given 
field or industry, to adapting the terminology according to the indi-
vidual client preferences.

MD ONLINE Conducts open webinars every half-year (of 2-4 sessions each) 
to help translators improve and harmonise vocabulary using CAT 
tools, takes part in langtasks for AI creation.

TextPartner Completed an ECQA Certified Terminology Manager (basic) 
course in 2012 with the aim of organising internal terminological 
resources.

POLOT member organisations are looking forward to promoting best terminology 
practices among its members, as well as the professional resources they hire for linguis-
tic services. 


